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Abstract 29 

The steady increase in food falsification, which has caused large economic losses and eroded 30 

consumers’ trust, has become a pressing issue for producers, researchers, governments, 31 

consumers and other stakeholders. Tracking and authenticating the food supply chain to 32 

understand provenance is critical with a view to identifying and addressing sources of 33 

contamination in the food supply chain worldwide. One way of solving traceability issues and 34 

ensuring transparency is by using blockchain technology to store data from chemical analysis in 35 

chronological order so that they are impossible to manipulate afterwards. This review examines 36 

the potential of blockchain technology for assuring traceability and authenticity in the food 37 

supply chain. It can be considered a true innovation and relevant approach to assure the quality 38 

of the third step of the analytical processes: data acquisition and management. 39 

 40 

Keywords: blockchain; food authentication; agricultural and farming applications; food chain; 41 

traceability; data analysis and management. 42 
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1. Blockchain fundamentals 56 

Blockchain technology emerged in 2008 as a core component of the bitcoin cryptocurrency 57 

(Bhardwaj and Kaushik, 2018). Blockchains provide transactional, distributed ledger 58 

functionality that can operate without the need for a centralized, trusted authority. Ledger 59 

recorded updates are immutable and cryptographic time stamping affords serial recording. The 60 

robust, decentralized functionality of blockchains is very attractive for use with global financial 61 

systems but can easily be expanded to contracts or operations such as tracking of the global 62 

supply chain. Three papers from the 1960s established specific principles that subsequently 63 

materialized in the blockchain concept. Thus, Haber and Stornetta (1991) described how to use 64 

crypto-signatures to time-stamp documents; Ross Anderson (1996) proposed a decentralized 65 

storage system from which recorded updates could not be deleted; and Schneier and Kelsey 66 

(1998) described how to encrypt sensitive information in order to protect log files on untrusted 67 

machines.  68 

A blockchain is essentially a distributed database of records in the form of encrypted 69 

“blocks” (smaller datasets), or a public ledger of all transactions or digital events that have been 70 

executed and shared among participating parties, and can be verified at any time in the future. 71 

Each transaction in the public ledger is verified by consensus of a majority of participants in the 72 

system. Once entered, information can never be erased. The blockchain contains a certain, 73 

verifiable record of every single transaction ever made and its blocks can be used to coordinate 74 

an action or verify an event. This is accomplished without compromising the privacy of the 75 

digital assets or parties involved. In order to prevent third party sources such as banks, governs 76 

or social networks from being hacked, manipulated or compromised, this technology uses 77 

mathematical problems that require substantial computational power to solve (Nakomoto, 2009). 78 

This protective measure makes it harder for potential attackers to corrupt a shared database with 79 

false information unless the attacker owns most of the computational power of the overall 80 

network. Consensus within the network is achieved through different voting mechanisms; the 81 
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most common of which requires certain computers on the network, colloquially referred as 82 

“miners”, to solve a computationally intensive mathematical problem, and other computers to 83 

verify that the solution to the problem does not correspond to a previous transaction. This 84 

mechanism is called “Proof of Work”. Every computer (node) in the network stores a copy of the 85 

blockchain, and the nodes are periodically synchronized to ensure that all are sharing the same 86 

database. In this way, blockchain protocols ensure that transactions are valid and never recorded 87 

to the shared repository more than once; thus enabling people to coordinate individual 88 

transactions in a decentralized manner without the need to rely on a trusted authority to verify all 89 

transactions (Bonneau et al., 2015; Wright and De Filippi, 2017). Bitcoin is the most popular 90 

example intrinsically tied to blockchain technology. However, the blockchain concept can be 91 

applied to any online repository where a certain trusted authority is needed (Crosby et al., 2016). 92 

Blockchains enable end-to-end traceability by bringing a common technological language 93 

to the food chain, while allowing consumers to access the story of foods on their label through 94 

their phones. This has raised the need to trace products through the complex supply chain from 95 

retail back to the farm: to trace an outbreak; to verify that a product is kosher, organic or 96 

allergen-free; or simply to assure transparency to consumers. When applied to the food supply 97 

chain (Charlebois, 2017), digital product information such as farm origination details, batch 98 

numbers, factory and processing data, expiry dates, storage temperatures and shipping details are 99 

digitally connected to food items and their information is entered into the blockchain at each step 100 

of the process. All members of the business network agree upon the information acquired in each 101 

transaction. Once consensus is reached, no permanent record can be altered. Each piece of 102 

information provides critical data that may potentially reveal food safety issues with the product 103 

concerned. The record created by the blockchain can also help retailers to manage the shelf life 104 

of products in individual stores, and further strengthen safeguards relating to food authenticity. 105 

Across ecosystems, business model changes enabled by blockchain technology can bring 106 

strengthened trust and transparency, and a new link to value exchange. Whether it is individuals 107 

seeking to complete transactions involving many parties, or enterprises collaborating across 108 
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multiple organizational silos —wherever any documents or transactions must be confirmed, 109 

settled, exchanged, signed or validated—, there are usually frictions that can be avoided by using 110 

blockchain technology to unlock greater economic value. One of the greatest challenges in 111 

implementing a blockchain system is its usual complexity (Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017). Thus, all 112 

stakeholders in the chain must collaborate to adopt and implement the technology in order to 113 

make it fruitful. Because blockchain technology is still at an incipient stage of development, 114 

there is a general lack of standards for implementation (Fig. 1). A blockchain should be universal 115 

and adaptable to specific situations (Hyperledger, 2016, 2017). In addition, the need to agree on 116 

a given type of blockchain to use places the parties involved under pressure. This is a major 117 

disadvantage at a time when blockchain technology is progressing fast, and predicting the best 118 

choice for the future is rather difficult. One other disadvantage of blockchain technology is that it 119 

has scarcely been applied to the supply chain (Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017). In fact, little has so far 120 

been done to push this still immature technology, which will require strong motivation, close 121 

collaboration and system integration to operate smoothly. Table 1 summarizes existing 122 

blockchain-based solutions to traceability problems. 123 

 124 

2. Security in blockchains 125 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, data can be secured at a variety of levels by using various types of 126 

objects (Leibowitz, 2016), namely: 127 

– A locally stored digital fingerprint (Lifton, 2016). An organization may store digital 128 

fingerprints (hashes) locally but separately from the original files or content in order 129 

to make it easier to confirm whether data have been changed or manipulated within a 130 

given organization. 131 

– Digital fingerprints stored in a local hash tree. A system can be made even more 132 

robust by storing each hash in a “hash tree” or “Merkle tree” (Merkle, 1982). Each 133 

hash is combined with previous ones into a single, new hash in order to make it very 134 
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difficult to alter the previous hashes without knowing that something has gone wrong. 135 

Controlling changes in internal data is thus made much easier as well. 136 

– Digital fingerprints in an external hash tree. The solution can be made trustworthy by 137 

having an external institution control the hash tree. This makes it significantly more 138 

difficult for the organization possessing the original files to make changes without the 139 

other parties knowing. The Swedish firm Scrive allows e-signing of documents such 140 

as contracts between parties that can be verified by an external partner (Scrive, 2018). 141 

Processes can also be controlled by having the external host of the hash tree to 142 

separate validated hashes correctly following prescribed processes. This affords some 143 

form of “smart contracts” (Gord, 2016). 144 

– An external hash tree in a distributed ledger structure. The hash tree can be protected 145 

from having a single point of failure by creating a shared database —a distributed 146 

ledger shared among the participants (Mattila, 2016; Pinna and Ruttenberg, 2016). 147 

With this solution, no single employee or organization can manipulate verifications in 148 

the database or processes. This allows for sensitive transfers such as financial 149 

transactions or transactions where it is unwise to rely on a single manager of the 150 

database. This level of security is needed for trading CO2 emissions in a blockchain, 151 

for example. It is unwise to have a single point of failure of data that are easy to 152 

monetize. 153 

– An external hash tree in a public consensus database structure (Dunkel, 2015; 154 

Shermin, 2017). In a public distributed ledger or blockchain, anyone can be part of 155 

the validation process. None is in control of the system, but power to make changes is 156 

given to those running the system and providing most security to the solution. Public 157 

institutions cannot control the process, which is one of the benefits but also one of the 158 

problems. For example, there is no protection for those who lose their assets or their 159 

IDs. This risk can be mitigated by having custodians (viz., individuals storing the 160 

private keys that lend access to digital assets), but custodians can be hacked too. The 161 
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distributed ledger may therefore be highly secure, but the ecosystem around the 162 

solution may be vulnerable. Public blockchains for traceability and control of goods 163 

such as food are seemingly pointless. Only private blockchains of this type (e.g., 164 

Bitcoin, Ethereum) are feasible owing to the high transaction costs involved and the 165 

low capacity of public blockchains. 166 

– Hybrid distributed ledgers (Shermin, 2017). The limited transaction and storage 167 

capacity of public blockchains has raised efforts to create hybrid structures where 168 

most transactions are made outside the public blockchain and confirmations of groups 169 

of transactions are connected to it. 170 

Solutions 1 to 5 can all be implemented in a secure blockchain. 171 

Blockchain technology can affect business trust (Kim et al., 2008; Aljazzaf et al., 2010), 172 

in at least five different ways, but not all need be present in every case. Thus, both the protocol 173 

layer and the business layer of the blockchain affect trust. Two mechanisms stem from the 174 

protocol layer: transparency and security. These two are increased by the characteristics of the 175 

technology, namely: public–private keys, and immutable transaction history, increase 176 

transparency as it is clear who has done what to the data. Similarly, encryption and 177 

decentralization can increase security as they make systems safer and more private. 178 

Transparency and security in turn affect trust. In addition, specific rules for a blockchain 179 

pertaining to the business layer can place restrictions on users to increase trust or make it 180 

irrelevant (Table 2). 181 

 182 

3. Authentication of food products 183 

Food authentication is a process by which the compliance of foods with their label descriptions 184 

(e.g., geographic origin, production method, processing technology, composition, etc.) is 185 

verified. The declaration of specific quality attributes in expensive products is of particular 186 

interest because they are often the targets of fraud. Food fraud no only causes economic losses, 187 

but also is a threat to human health (e.g., if banned ingredients are toxic or contaminated with 188 
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pathogens, or if non-declared substitutes and production processes cause health problems such as 189 

allergic reactions) (Gerbig et al., 2017). Evidence of provenance is important to ensure food 190 

quality and consumer protection, and so is compliance with international standards and 191 

guidelines (Danezis et al., 2016). Labelling regulations play a crucial role in determining which 192 

scientific tests are appropriate for a particular issue (Esteki et al., 2017). Consumers around the 193 

world are increasingly demanding reassurance that the origin and content of their food complies 194 

with the information on the label. This is why consumers, producers and regulatory bodies have 195 

recognized the authenticity of food products as an important quality criterion. Rapid, specific 196 

methods for detecting adulteration, verifying quality, and guaranteeing geographic origin and 197 

type of production of food products are currently in wide demand (Rodríguez-Bermúdez et al., 198 

2018). The analytical techniques most commonly used to authenticate food include the 199 

following: 200 

• Spectroscopies (MIR, NIR, Raman, NMR, UV–VIS). 201 

• Separation techniques (GC, HPLC, electrophoresis). 202 

• Mass spectrometries (MS, MS/MS). 203 

• Stable isotope measurements (IRMS). 204 

• DNA–PCR methods. 205 

Measuring ratios of stable isotopes can be used for discriminating foodstuffs according to 206 

geographic origin or technological processes. Determinations of the isotopic ratios of the light 207 

elements hydrogen (δ2H), carbon (δ13C), nitrogen (δ15N), oxygen (δ18O), and sulphur (δ34S) 208 

in combination with those of heavy isotopes (δ87Sr) and trace elements have allowed the origin 209 

of food products to be established (Podio et al., 2013). Mid- (MIR) and near-infrared (NIR) 210 

spectral signatures typical of some constituents are obtained that may be considered to be 211 

“fingerprints” of the food that contains them (Pizarro, Rodríguez-Tecedor, Pérez-del-Notario, 212 

Esteban-Díez, & González-Sáiz, 2013). Chromatographic methods are also widely used to record 213 

the fingerprints of foodstuffs. Gas chromatography (GC) and high performance liquid 214 

chromatography (HPLC) afford high-resolution separation of compounds. They can be used in 215 

combination with various types of detectors including diode array (DAD) and mass 216 

spectrometric detectors in hyphenated techniques such as GC–MS, GC–MS/MS, LC–MS and 217 
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LC–MS/MS. Mass spectrometers are now highly sensitive and universal, and can detect almost 218 

any organic compound irrespective of class and structure. Like spectroscopic profiles, 219 

chromatographic profiles may be used as fingerprints of foods to control their quality and 220 

guarantee their authenticity (Gao et al., 2012). DNA analysis has been progressively used in food 221 

science to meet various needs such as GMO detection, microbial pathogen determination or 222 

detection of undeclared allergenic ingredients (Sforza et al., 2011). These analyses use nucleic 223 

acids probes such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which allows trace amounts of 224 

degraded nucleic acids to be detected and their sequence established. These methods may also be 225 

useful to identify meat or fish species and to recognize genetically altered foods (Meyer & 226 

Candrian, 1996). 227 

Because different fingerprints are based on also different physical and chemical 228 

principles (Zhang, Zhang, Dediu, & Victor, 2011), each fingerprinting technique has its own 229 

intrinsic strengths and weaknesses. Fingerprinting chromatography technology is perfectly 230 

suitable for food authentication in-house. When method transferability is needed for acceptance 231 

by authorities, producers and consumers, food reference materials should be used to normalize 232 

fingerprinting signals across equipment (Cuadros-Rodríguez, Ruiz-Samblás, Valverde-Som, 233 

Pérez-Castaño, & González-Casado, 2016). Compositional information on significant chemical 234 

markers may be subsequently used to confirm authenticity and assure transferability. 235 

Chromatographic fingerprinting in combination with chemometric techniques is a powerful tool 236 

for detecting food fraud. Thus, consumers and producers are placing a high value on accurate 237 

labelling, and providers are now proactively providing consumers with clear labelling, 238 

traceability and transparency. Accurate, robust, efficient tools must be made available throughout 239 

the food chain to verify the nature of the food if transparency, efficiency and safety are to be 240 

assured. Such tools should permit the transparent and efficient control of safety in both raw 241 

materials and products in accordance with production standards.  242 

In the first quarter of 2017, Walmart implemented a pilot test of blockchain technology 243 

co-developed by IBM to track produce in the US and pork in China (IBM, 2017). When a 244 

customer becomes ill, it can take days to identify the product, shipment and vendor. With its 245 

blockchain, Walmart will be able to obtain crucial data including suppliers, details on how and 246 
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where the food was grown and who inspected it from a single receipt. The database extends 247 

information from the pallet to the individual package. If the pilot projects succeed, the 248 

technology is likely to be the way of the future. Since a blockchain can store the history of all 249 

transactions ever made and allows one to recreate the history and identify the origin of a product, 250 

blockchain technology can be useful to support a traceability system in line with the definition of 251 

Pizzuti and Mirabelli (2015). In fact, blockchains can be useful as traceability systems by virtue 252 

of the ability to detect and identify specific products within a few seconds even though the same 253 

result could be achieved with a well-performing centralized system. Expeditiousness is usually 254 

important, but even more so with food (e.g., when a source of contamination must be identified). 255 

Establishing an effective traceability system based on a centralized system requires ensuring 256 

information connectivity among all partners (Bosona and Gebresenbet, 2013) since one of the 257 

parties will be responsible for all data. 258 

 259 

4. Advantages of applying the blockchain concept to the food supply chain 260 

All stakeholders involved the food supply chain (farmers, distributors, packers, processors, 261 

grocers, restaurants, traders) are driven by a need to demonstrate customers the superior quality 262 

of their methods and products (Smith, 2008). Blockchain simplifies this challenging task by 263 

providing for one-to-many data integration and process orchestration among participants. In 264 

addition, it provides a lexicon and ontology for describing attributes of our food through the 265 

supply chain. This in turn facilitates establishment of a data structure that can be used by smart 266 

contracts to automate assertions, certifications and market operations. There are three elements to 267 

explain why the food supply chain can benefit from the blockchain concept, namely: 268 

transparency, efficiency, and security and safety. 269 

 270 

4.1. Transparency 271 

The primary aims of a blockchain are to facilitate the exchange of information, create a digital 272 

twin of the information and its workflow, and validate the quality of food as it moves along the 273 
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chain (World Economic Forum, 2017). These aims are accomplished by allowing each 274 

participant to share assertions, evidence and evaluations of each other’s assertions about the 275 

food. The journey of food along the supply chain is captured in a blockchain object called a 276 

“food bundle”. At the end of the journey, the bundle is the combination of all information 277 

contributed by the stakeholders over the lifetime of the food item. This information can then be 278 

used to establish the provenance, quality, sustainability, flavour and taste profiles, and many 279 

other attributes of the food. 280 

 281 

4.2. Efficiency 282 

A blockchain is a piece of infrastructure that enables new transactions between players not 283 

knowing or trusting each other yet. Smart contracts are instructions that interface with the 284 

blockchain protocol in order to automatically evaluate and possibly post transactions in the 285 

blockchain (Raskin, 2017). Similarly, smart libraries are specialized sets of blockchain-aware 286 

functionality that can be used locally or privately, or shared and licensed to other blockchain 287 

participants and agents. All participants come together in the blockchain, can evaluate the 288 

assertions made, and notify their account holders when matches in quality, timing, quantity, etc., 289 

are found. Buyers and sellers are matched by a shared but trusted need for data, which can then 290 

be combined and used by either party. In this way, traceability does not have to wait for large 291 

company consortiums to use standards, and/or semi-mandatory or concentrated business 292 

practices, to access the information.  293 

 294 

4.3. Security and safety 295 

Blockchains can also be used to issue and manage the creation of unique cryptographic tokens 296 

(Nyström, 1999). The tokens can be made to represent value in escrow between two participants 297 

(e.g., future production to be farmed in a particular field lot). In fact, tokens need not take the 298 

form of value exchange for financial settlements of invoices and contracts. Rather, they represent 299 

a license to publish information that becomes uniquely valued in proportion to the needs of 300 
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others in the blockchain. For example, in-field sensors, drones and precision spraying equipment 301 

are expensive to purchase by farmers. A token strategy may encourage growers to publish 302 

information produced by these devices and machines with tokens to defray their purchasing and 303 

implementation costs. The strategy around the issuance of these crypto-tokens, which need not 304 

be implemented in the initial system, is still being defined, however. 305 

 306 

5. Blockchain uses in different food sectors 307 

Properly managing the supply chain, and hence the human actions it involves, entails having all 308 

partners agree on the data to be stored in the blockchain from raw materials to end-products. The 309 

main goal is to select information that is relevant to all parts of the supply chain —with special 310 

emphasis on consumers’ requirements— as well as appropriate standards. In addition to serving 311 

the functions of a traceability system, a blockchain can be used as a marketing tool. Because 312 

blockchains are fully transparent (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2017) and participants can control the goods 313 

in them (Liao et al., 2011; Storoy et al., 2013), they can be used to improve a company’s image 314 

and reputation (Fombrun, 1996; Carter & Rogers, 2008), boost loyalty among existing customers 315 

(Pizzuti & Mirabelli, 2015) and attract new ones (Svensson, 2009). In fact, companies can easily 316 

distinguish themselves from competitors by emphasizing transparency and monitoring of product 317 

flow along the chain. In addition, rapidly identifying a source of food contamination can help to 318 

protect a company’s brand image (Mejia et al., 2010) and alleviate the adverse impact of 319 

criticism from the media (Dabbene & Gay, 2011). 320 

With the globalization of trade, supply chains are becoming increasingly complex and 321 

tracing objects through their complex webs is being increasingly difficult. In fact, the actual 322 

relationships among stakeholders are often complex (Fig. 3). Thus, suppliers can be classified 323 

into tiers, with a first-tier supplier providing the organization directly with, for example, metal 324 

cans, and a second-tier supplier such as the provider of the raw materials needed to produce the 325 

cans (Bozarth & Handfield, 2006). Organizations typically have many suppliers in different tiers 326 

involved in a specific product; also, the suppliers are commonly non-exclusive to a particular 327 
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organization. Aung and Chang (2014), and Golan (2004), have set three main objectives for 328 

traceability, namely: (1) better supply chain management, (2) product differentiation and quality 329 

assurance, and (3) better identification of non-compliant products. One additional driver for 330 

assuring traceability is complying with applicable regulations and standards. 331 

Most existing blockchain systems for traceability management have been developed since 332 

2015 (Table 3). For example, the AgriOpenData Blockchain integrated system (2016) is an 333 

innovative digital technology guaranteeing traceability in the whole agri-food chain and in the 334 

processing of agricultural products in a transparent, secure, public manner (see Fig. 4). This is 335 

particularly the case with “bio” and DOCG (Designation of Origin Controlled and Guaranteed) 336 

products, which are amenable to certification of their quality and digital identity (viz., 337 

provenance, ownership, seeding, treatments, crop, Internet of Things analysis, processing, 338 

storage and delivery). This digital history of organically grown products assures authenticity to 339 

end-consumers and enhances the quality of the agri-food business. Some special FruitChain 340 

protocols (Pass & Shi, 2017) allow the variance of mining rewards, and hence the need for 341 

mining pools, to be substantially reduced. For example, in allocating space for 1000 fruits per 342 

block in a FruitChain where each fruit takes 80 bytes requires using roughly 8% of a 1 MN 343 

block. This allows a solo miner to obtain its first rewards 1000 times faster (in a day or several 344 

rather than a few years). In addition, DNA samples from an animal can be used to identify its 345 

breed, but additional information such as country of origin, exposure to toxins and unregulated 346 

medication, among other key markers, can be collected. These data can be crosschecked with the 347 

blockchain record to assure the animal’s authenticity and lifecycle (Arc-net, 2017). 348 

Transparency will no doubt be of future value, especially in connection with 349 

sustainability and the environment (Mol, 2015). This is a field, in which customers’ demands 350 

have grown considerably in recent years (Trienekens et al., 2012). In fact, customers’ confidence 351 

relies on transparency; and, according to Beske-Janssen et al. (2015), transparency is the key to 352 

assessing performance in a supply chain. Although one can use a centralized system to be 353 

transparent simply by disclosing information, blockchain technology is superior in this respect. 354 
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The strength of blockchain transparency lies in trust; thus, no transaction can be changed or 355 

manipulated after it has been recorded —with a centralized system, outsiders cannot assess the 356 

trustworthiness of disclosed information. The idea behind blockchain technology is that, once 357 

data have been chronologically stored and verified, they cannot be manipulated without altering 358 

the entire history of the blockchain. In other words, once a transaction is made it is irreversible. It 359 

is important that the information be accurate and reliable (Gualandris et al., 2015) since, for 360 

example, information about an order must be retrievable upon request. This is one other 361 

advantage of blockchain technology over centralized systems in terms of trustworthiness. 362 

Blockchains can be of help to address environmental and social concerns (Provenance, 363 

2015, 2016). This is a result of blockchain technology supporting traceability and transparency, 364 

which can be further strengthened by integrating smart contracts. For example, a company can 365 

lower the risk of hauliers using trucks with an emission standard lower than agreed. In addition, 366 

blockchains can be extended to collective agreements. 367 

With the rapid development of blockchain technology, building a decentralized system 368 

the information in which can be completely trusted is the obvious development pathway for the 369 

logistics industry (Tian, 2016). Provided application costs can be significantly reduced, Radio 370 

Frequency Identification (RFID) technology will be more widely used in the logistics industry. 371 

No doubt, a widespread use of these emerging technologies can lead to better understanding, 372 

transport, verification and assurance of products as they travel along the supply chain, and this 373 

can effectively enhance the quality and safety of agri-food products.  374 

 375 

6. Blockchains at different steps in the food supply chain 376 

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the traceability inherent in blockchains can be accomplished at all 377 

stages of the food supply chain. 378 

 379 

  380 
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6.1. Production 381 

Harvested crops can be packaged, labelled with RFID tags and entered into a system by storing 382 

relevant information in profiles. Such information may include background environment (e.g., 383 

soil, water, air and sunlight quality); plant cropping conditions (e.g., quality of seeds, working 384 

practices, variety, item number, production area, growing conditions, planting time, plucking 385 

time, staff involved); and application of fertilizers and pesticides (De Meijer, 2016). A new trade 386 

can be started between the producer and processor where products will be exchanged after 387 

signing a digital contract that is stored in the blockchain. 388 

 389 

6.2. Processing 390 

Processing enterprises can read and enter new data into a product’s profile by, for example, 391 

scanning its tag. The information may include processing environment (e.g., temperature control, 392 

disinfection, processing equipment); additives used and relevant staff (Crossey, 2017). In 393 

addition, new tags can be attached to end-product packages. 394 

 395 

6.3. Storage 396 

Using Internet of things (IoT) equipment allows information about received products to be easily 397 

obtained. In fact, wireless sensors and monitoring equipment allow real-time storage information 398 

about a product (e.g., quantity, category, temperature, humidity, storage time) to be checked and 399 

updated in both the product’s profile and its tag. This system can also help an enterprise to fulfil 400 

its dynamic storage management requirements (Heinen, 2017). For example, managers can make 401 

decisions as to which specific products should be given priority for removal in order to avoid 402 

losses or spoilage. 403 

 404 

6.4. Distribution 405 

Assuring food safety and quality at the distribution stage entails adhering to the principle “time, 406 

temperature and tolerance”. Setting temperature and humidity sensors in different temperature 407 
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areas of refrigerated containers, using vehicle-mounted wireless networks and computers, can 408 

establish a monitoring system. Real-time environmental data for products including temperature 409 

and humidity can thus be added to digital profiles and tags at regular intervals. An alarm will be 410 

immediately raised if the temperature or humidity exceeds the security standard, for example. 411 

Also, by using GPS technology, a distribution centre can implement vehicle positioning for each 412 

refrigerated truck and optimize its route to shorten delivery times (Filiba, 2017). 413 

 414 

6.5. Retailers 415 

When retailers receive products, they obtain full information about the supply chain (Lumb, 416 

2017). Consumers can then use an RFID reader to obtain the information about such products 417 

when shopping. Thanks to blockchain technology, all information produced along the supply 418 

chain is auditable, with details about the products, in a real time by inspecting the traceability 419 

system. The system can also be used to monitor the freshness lifetime of products so that 420 

retailers can replace them close to their expiry date. In addition, if a food safety incident occurs, 421 

the defective products involved can be immediately located thanks to the traceability inherent in 422 

the blockchain. Reasons, location and responsible staff can be easily traced, and losses and 423 

hazards reduced largely, as a result. 424 

 425 

6.6. Administration 426 

Certification and auditing authorities, and government departments, can visit the working field at 427 

random times to check whether rules and regulations are matched, or whether relevant data have 428 

been tampered with before being updated by the participants. The results of the inspection should 429 

be recorded in digital profiles of both parties (Fraser, 2017). 430 

 431 

  432 
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7. A typical food traceability case study 433 

Global Traceability Standard provides various points in the supply chain, for instance the trade 434 

items, logistic units, parties and locations, with unique identifiers. Automatic data capture 435 

techniques such as barcodes and RFID-tags are used on products or pallets across the supply 436 

chain to gather the traceability data based on the activities in the supply chain. DNA markers and 437 

isotope tests are emerging techniques to address traceability of food with random sample test. 438 

Analysis of a DNA sample from an animal is able to provide key markers: its country of origin 439 

for example. A digital copy of that DNA can then be attached to every item or product a 440 

company creates, which brings traceability to the item level, rather than to an entire batch. As a 441 

result, there is the ability to track each item throughout the supply chain. Subsequently, the 442 

digital marker can then be crosschecked with the block chain record to ensure the product’s 443 

authenticity throughout its life cycle. The process allows producers to create a chain of custody. 444 

Once the food lands on a retailer’s shelf, consumers can scan a QR code on the food package 445 

with their mobile phones to receive food safety information about the product, including details 446 

as to what is in the package and its origination. This process helps organisations prevent fraud 447 

while delivering total traceability, cutting the costs of product recalls and reducing process 448 

inefficiencies. It ensures that retailers can guarantee the authenticity of the food that reaches their 449 

shelves. This has helped to expose the enormous potential of blockchain and the digital for 450 

ensuring food supply-chain transparency and traceability as well as tacking the significant 451 

challenge of food fraud in the 21st Century. 452 

 453 

A complete traceability system will include components that manage (GS1, 2017): 454 

1. Identification, marking and attribution of traceable objects, parties and locations. 455 

2. Automatic capture (through a scan or read) of the movements or events involving an object. 456 

3. Recording and sharing of the traceability data, either internally or with parties in a supply 457 

chain, so that visibility to what has occurred may be realized. 458 

 459 
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With complex and long supply chains, characterized by numerous intermediary and lacking 460 

transparency and insufficient supporting systems and digitalization, many challenges still remain. 461 

Automatic data capture techniques is often costly, hard to implement and difficult to apply to 462 

volumes and bulk items. The challenge of traceability is simply a lack of records. Increasingly 463 

complex products require more complete traceability systems. Manual written documents lead to 464 

human error, difficulties in quickly sorting products and slow trace back/forward ability. The 465 

way forward is electronic data management systems and digitalization of the processes. 466 

 467 

7.1. A plant food case 468 

Production Contract records every stage from origination information, purchasing raw materials, 469 

farming or planting to harvesting. RFID tags are used on agricultural machineries and vehicles to 470 

trace their schedule. Sensors are used in an IoT model to track fertilization and pesticides 471 

condition. Smart contract then based on its predetermined conditions, weather forecast water, 472 

soil and other production conditions to decide operation of agricultural machineries and vehicles. 473 

Processing contract is another key role of the food traceability system. Processing manufactories 474 

can fetch production data by looking up the distributed ledger. After processing, the related data 475 

are uploaded through RFID tags again immediately. Delivery contract relies on IoT sensors with 476 

wireless network connection. The shipping time and arrival time are written in the blockchain in 477 

real time. With GPS positioning the location of the delivery plane, ship or truck, managers can 478 

easily trace back once accident occurs. Cold chain distribution much more concerned about 479 

temperature and humidity, if one of them reach the limit regulated on the smart contract, 480 

manager will be notified by alert to adjust the delivery condition. Sales contract is the last step of 481 

food traceability system. Consumers scan the bar codes to obtain the data from production, 482 

processing to delivery. A typical food resume includes batch number, verification mark, 483 

producer, expiration date and barcode. Transparent food information not only enhance food 484 

traceability, but also increase consumers’ confidence and activate their will to buy trustworthy 485 

food (Tian, 2016). 486 
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 487 

7.2. An animal food case 488 

A project of collaboration between Walmart, IBM and Beijing Tsinghua University, aimed to 489 

create a model using blockchain technology for food traceability, supply chain transparency and 490 

auditability, was planned to track and trace Chinese pork (Redman, 2016). The project is using 491 

the IBM and Linux Foundaton-led Hyperledger Project architecture. Food production flow can 492 

now be digitally tracked in an immutable environment under the distributed ledger framework. 493 

The tracking information includes storage temperatures, expiration date, shipping details, 494 

origination farm details, batch number and much more relevant data when the food being 495 

delivered worldwide. The data are digitally connected to food items and the information is 496 

entered into the blokchain along with every step of the process. In the future, the Government 497 

will use the information management of food safety to link up cross-sector information systems 498 

related to food management, from the examination, border inspection and food industry-499 

registration system into a "food cloud". 500 

 501 

8. Future challenges to innovation in blockchain technology 502 

The Global Food Traceability Centre has identified the following issues that are faced when 503 

trying to execute food traceability: 504 

 505 

1. Rapidly shifting consumer preferences. Consumers demand rapid access to reliable and 506 

relevant information whenever they want it. There is also an increasing level of discomfort 507 

regarding product recalls. Their confidence is fragile. There is the power of social networks, 508 

which cannot be overlooked. 509 

2. There are many overlapping and conflicting demands from national regulators around the 510 

world. Different regulations on allergens, trace elements, pesticides, etc. Global sourcing means 511 

that time zones play a significant role in response times. Food fraud and market substitution for 512 

economic gain is also a global challenge. 513 
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3. Another challenge is the lack of unifying requirements. Current internal systems do not 514 

provide a means for reliable and rapid response to trace back data across the food chain. 515 

Additionally, data can be difficult to analyse into relevant decision-making formats. 516 

4. Traceability varies by industry and product. There are a number of consistent principles: 517 

• In Agriculture/Farming/Fishery: Identification starts with birth of livestock or planting of 518 

produce/grain and follows through the growth process, use of pesticide, nutritional records, vet 519 

records and transportation to market 520 

• For Food Manufacturers/Processors: Identification starts at the source for each ingredient and 521 

follows through processing, packaging, distribution and transportation 522 

• In Retail and Foodservice: Identification starts with receiving receipts/invoices to identify lot 523 

and batch information with regulations not requiring tracking “one-up” to final consumer 524 

• In Transportation and Distribution: Commingling points of contact are vectors for spread of 525 

disease. Waybills should contain source party and target party identification. Specific locations 526 

are needed for livestock in most countries. If products are disaggregated for smaller shipments, 527 

then records need to reflect lot/batch codes of the manufacturer or processor. 528 

5. In many cases, the challenge is simply a lack of records. There is a need to move toward 529 

electronic data management systems.  Readability of written documentation leads to the 530 

following: 531 

• Human error 532 

• Difficulties in quickly sorting product 533 

• Slow trace back/forward ability 534 

6. Weak technical systems prohibit rapid response times. The usability of some technical 535 

solutions for small and mid-size firms are questionable. Low cost and effective solutions are 536 

available via numerous software solution providers. However, interoperability, different systems 537 

talking to each other, must be addressed. 538 

 539 
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Overcoming these challenges is essential to the successful use of traceability to maintain the 540 

safety of the food supply. A large number of blockchains are expected to be set up by the food 541 

industry over the coming years. Eventually, one system will emerge that will be adopted by the 542 

whole sector. The likelihood of success depends on whether companies are prepared to be open 543 

enough. Data are encrypted, but the openness of blockchains is what makes them so 544 

revolutionary. New applications will also emerge that, as with the Internet in the recent past, we 545 

are not even able to predict right now (Future Thinkers, 2018). The main themes for blockchain 546 

and the consumer industry at present (Parker, 2016) can be classified as follows: 547 

1) Traceability and visibility across the value chain. Increasing speed and flexibility in 548 

the supply chain drives the demand for real-time tracking across partners. 549 

2) Fraud and provenance transparency. Customers and watchdogs want to know where 550 

goods come from. Safety is the key, and fraud and counterfeit cost reputation. 551 

3) Redundant and incomplete data. Existing data systems are based on messages between 552 

silos, with different organizations having different or incomplete data. 553 

4) High friction enterprise integration. Transaction volume and speed of the business lead 554 

to a highly disputed environment, erode trust, and expose cash. 555 

The same problems that are hindering integration and standardization of the supply chain 556 

are also impairing development of blockchain implementations (UniversaBlockchain, 2017). 557 

Two prominent issues have been identified in this respect, namely: confidentiality issues (e.g., 558 

companies being resilient to share private information to potential competitors) and 559 

technological development —or lack thereof— in upstream suppliers. For blockchain technology 560 

to be properly evaluated, proposed solutions should be compared with alternative solutions 561 

requiring the same degree of coordination, standardization, transparency and development rather 562 

than simply with existing solutions, which are often too easy to compare. Blockchain technology 563 

has properties that are desirable for supply chain traceability on a strategic level, and a need 564 

exists for researchers and businesses to explore novel ideas on how to harness its capabilities. 565 
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Blockchain technology is bound to change business processes by virtue of its facilitating 566 

access to any information about what foods contain, and their origin from farm to table, in 567 

seconds, in order to prevent counterfeiting and help the supply chain to meet customers’ 568 

demands for accuracy, transparency and expeditiousness. Consumers seek confidence in the 569 

authenticity of foods, and assurance that food is produced with concern to environmental impact 570 

and under ethical working conditions (Loop, 2016; New, 2010). In addition, consumers and other 571 

stakeholders hold companies accountable for wrongdoings that may occur outside their own 572 

organization (e.g., within their suppliers or end-consumers) (Parmigiani et al., 2011). In 573 

response, companies must oversee the entire supply chain involved in a product to avoid 574 

misconduct and communicate the ensuing information transparently to their customers. As a 575 

result, companies are pressed to improve their ability to trace products all the way from 576 

producers to end-consumers. Sophisticated traceability systems can facilitate this task by, for 577 

example, responding efficiently to product failure and delivering trustworthy information to all 578 

relevant parties. 579 

 580 

9. Conclusions 581 

Blockchain technology has been the subject of extensive research lately, but scarcely in 582 

connection with supply chain traceability. Although some companies have launched pilot 583 

projects using blockchain technology to manage their supply chains (Kharif, 2016; Tian, 2016), 584 

no detailed information about the technical implementation of such projects has been reported. In 585 

any case, the retail industry has seen potential in using this technology for improved traceability. 586 

Thus, in a recent study, English & Nezhadian (2017) claimed that, while some properties of 587 

blockchain implementation might be useful towards supply chain management, there are still few 588 

uses to support this assertion. With so little research on this subject, it is difficult for industrial 589 

stakeholders to understand exactly how blockchain technology could be used in their specific 590 

businesses. In order to better understand the technology and, possibly, generate new 591 
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implementations, they would benefit from the development of a universal evaluation model that 592 

does not yet exist. 593 

One of the most promising blockchain trends is its growing disruptive presence in the 594 

Internet of Things (IoT) (Newman, 2017). Thus, companies are pioneering innovative new 595 

solutions that use blockchain technology for tasks such as tracking goods as they move and 596 

change hands in the supply chain, monitoring the location and condition of assets such as 597 

industrial machinery at remote work sites, or storing medical data. Food adulteration is a steadily 598 

growing challenge that requires the use of reliable, robust tools to verify the nature of products 599 

throughout the food chain. Blockchains are powerful tools for avoiding food fraud by, for 600 

example, assuring geographic and biological origin. A number of strategies for standardizing 601 

food authentication issues with blockchain technology have been developed much in the same 602 

way as in the healthcare sector (Engelhardt, 2017). The tool of choice in this case depends on 603 

whether the particular problem involves 604 

– saving time (e.g., shortening transaction times from days to seconds); 605 

– avoiding costs (e.g., overheads, intermediary costs); 606 

– reducing risks (e.g., tampering, fraud, cybercrime); and 607 

– increasing trust (e.g., through shared processes and record keeping). 608 

Research conducted so far suggest that using blockchain technology can advantageously 609 

help to achieve traceability (Aung and Chang, 2014). In addition, blockchain technology allows 610 

all stakeholders to check the entire history and current location, for example, of a product. In 611 

addition, the technology creates transparency for all participants. In fact, by irreversibly storing 612 

data, blockchain technology creates a unique level of credibility that contributes to a more 613 

sustainable industry. Information on a blockchain allows companies to strengthen their 614 

relationships with current customers and to attract new ones. 615 

Although assuring food traceability with blockchain technology looks promising, there 616 

remain some limits to be considered. One is that we are still relying largely on sensors such as 617 

RFID tags or barcodes to scan food tracking data, and data collecting sensors are connected to 618 
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the blockchain network. Even though the data stay immutable, the blockchain does not have a 619 

verification mechanism to prove whether the raw data were correct. If one tampers with a sensor, 620 

the blockchain will have nothing to do with detection. One other issue is that the overall cost of 621 

implementing blockchain technology is unpredictable, especially when the existing, highly 622 

mature supply chain system has been used for so long. There is also the question as to what kind 623 

of data should be publicized. If manufacturers keep their formulas as business secrets, they will 624 

have to decide whether to reveal them and, without a clear policy in this respect, they may stand 625 

on the wrong side of the trends line (Seibold, 2016). 626 
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Table 1. Blockchain solutions to traceability problems. 848 

PROBLEM SOLUTION REFERENCE 
How can one coordinate individual 
activities over the Internet without 
secured centralized storage? 

Blockchain uses 
chronological distributed 
databases where blocks are 
linked to each other in a 
proper linear manner and 
cannot be deleted. 

Anderson (1996); 
Benkler (2006); 
Nakamoto (2008) 

How can one validate entries without a 
central authority to verify that a 
transaction is not fraudulent or invalid? 

Blockchain uses a 
probabilistic approach. It 
forces information travelling 
over a network of computers 
to become more transparent 
and verifiable by using 
mathematical problems that 
require substantial 
computational power to 
solve. 

Scheneier and Kelsey (1998); 
Nakamoto (2009); 
Bonneau et al. (2015); 
Wright and De Filippi (2017). 

How can one ensure that only legitimate 
transactions are recorded into a 
blockchain? 

A new block of data will be 
appended to the end of the 
blockchain only after the 
computers on the network 
reach consensus as to the 
validity of the transaction. 
Consensus within the 
network can be achieved 
through different voting 
mechanisms. 

Franco (2014); 
Bonneau et al. (2015); 
Wright and De Filippi (2017). 

How can one preserve historic records? When a block has been 
added to a blockchain, it can 
no longer be deleted. In 
addition, the transactions it 
contains can be accessed and 
verified by everyone on the 
network. It becomes a 
permanent record, which all 
computers on the network 
can use to coordinate an 
action or verify an event. 

Bonneau et al. (2015);  
Wright and De Filippi (2017).  
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Table 2. How blockchain technology relates to different trust classes. 850 

Mechanism of influence Blockchain 
characteristic 

Affected trust Effect on 
transactions 

General Transparency  Public–private keys 
(digital signature) 

Authentication 
trust 

Make trust 
irrelevant 

Immutable 
transaction history 

Resource access 
trust  
Delegation trust 
Provision trust 
(Trusting beliefs) 

Increase trust 

Security Encryption 
Decentralization 

Infrastructure trust Increase trust 

Case- 
specific 

Restriction Protocol-governed 
rules restricting the 
kind of data that are 
allowed 

Provision trust Increase 
trust/Make trust 
irrelevant 
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Table 3. Selected applications of blockchain technology in the agricultural and farming food-852 

supply chain. 853 

     
Food Goal Advantage Result References 
     
Fish Auditable system Reduce transaction costs 

and increase transaction 
capacity 

Certifications Provenance (2015) 

     
Wine Increase performance, 

revenue, accountability and 
security 

Most reliable and secure 
global transactions 

Management Chainvine (2016) 

     
Agri-food Allow quality and digital 

identity to be certified 
Especially for “bio”  
and DOCG products 

Quality AgriOpenData (2016) 

     
Agri-food Trusted information 

throughout the agri-food 
supply chain 

Guarantee of food safety, 
by sharing the authentic 
data in production, 
processing, warehousing, 
distribution, etc. 

Trust Tian (2016) 

     
Fruits Public, immutable, ordered 

ledger of records 
 

Decreased variance  
of mining rewards 

Fairness Pass and Shi (2017) 

Pork Brand protection and security 
through transparency 

Enhancing consumer 
loyalty 

Reduced risk Arc-net (2017) 

     
Large 
enterprises 

Food tracking project Integration with existing 
systems used by retailers, 
wholesalers and food 
manufacturers 

Traceability IBM (2017) 

     
Fresh food Enabling data transparency 

and transfer from farm to fork 
Information on product 
origin including sensor 
data 

Transparency Ripe (2017) 
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 855 

Fig. 1: Spider chart of a blockchain (solid line) versus a centralized system (broken line).  856 
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 857 

Fig. 2: Security levels of different blockchains.  858 
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 859 

Fig. 3: A complex supply chain with many stakeholders.   860 
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 861 

Fig. 4: Traceability of agricultural products.   862 
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 863 

Fig. 5: Conceptual framework of the traceability system. 864 

 865 
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Research Highlights: 

 

-Tracking and authenticating the food supply chain to understand provenance is critical. 

-Solving traceability issues and ensuring transparency can be done by using blockchain. 

-Blockchain is growing disruptive in the Internet of Things. 

-Research suggest that blockchain technology can help to achieve traceability. 

-Blockchain technology looks promising, but there remain some limits to be considered. 

 


